
Affordable Nationwide Health Insurance for RVers 
Join us for an informative seminar on affordably insuring your health across the country with the FMCA 

Member Benefit Health Plan, exclusively provided by RV Insurance Benefits.  
With over 900,000 professional providers nationwide, you will be covered where ever your travels may 
take you. Geoff & Johana Matthews  
 Thursday   11:15 - 12:30    Craft & Hobby 7 

  

AGM Batteries for Long Life in your RV  
Don't miss this exciting and informative seminar with Factory Rep Jason Martel. Find out why so many 

new RV manufacturers and RVers are switching to LifeLine AGM Batteries. This seminar promises to be 
informative and interesting for everyone in the RV!  Redlands Truck & RV, Keith Shomaker. 

Saturday   9:30 -10:45   Fullenwider 9 Auditorium 
  

Alaska RV Tour for FMCA Members 

Traveling to Alaska on your own is no easy feat. We will describe the differences between traveling on 
your own and traveling with experienced travel guides. This travelogue features the beauty of the 

western provinces of Alberta, British Columbia and the Yukon Territory with special attention on the 
wildlife and culture of the Alaskan treasures like Denali National Park, the Kenai Peninsula, Valdez and 

Prince William Sound, as well as the historic landmarks from the Gold Rush Era.  Fantasy RV Tours 
Friday    9:45 - 11:00    Craft & Hobby 7 

  

Beautiful Hair in 60 Seconds or Less 
Dawn the Wig Lady will be introducing FMCA ladies to the wonderful, convenient world of Wash & Wear 

Wigs.  Imagine...No More Bad Hair Days, especially when you're on the road!  Avoid costly and time-
consuming trips to a salon and leave all of the hair products and styling tools at home.  Luxurious wash 

and wear wigs look and feel amazingly REAL and solve troublesome hair issues that every woman 

experiences from time to time - especially during travel.  This seminar will inform and educate FMCA 
ladies about the ease and care for these beautiful wigs and demonstrate just how easy it is to have 

beautiful hair in 60 seconds or less!  Beauty Inspired Concepts, Dawn Smith 
Friday    8:30 - 9:30    Fullenwider 9A 

  

Better Diesel Engine Driving With Silverleaf  
Dale Kemper will discuss better diesel engine driving with the aid of Silverleaf Electronics Products.  

Silverleaf Electronics, Dale Kemper 
Thursday   2:15 - 3:15     Craft & Hobby 7 

  

Canada’s Eastern Atlantic Provinces 
The Atlantic Provinces of Canada boast rugged coastlines, picturesque bays, towering cliffs and sandy 

beaches. This seminar takes you through the incredible Maritime Provinces. Glimpse amazing Quebec, 
including Montreal and the Gaspésie Peninsula. Enjoy the Acadian Coast of New Brunswick, the beauty of 

Prince Edward Island and the seaward ways of Nova Scotia.  We’ll also explore the Viking Trail and quaint 
villages of Newfoundland. Join us as we share the sights of these five incredible provinces best 

experienced by RV.  A $250 fuel card will be awarded.  Fantasy RV Tours 
Saturday   9:45 - 11:00    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  

Clean out your Closet and Have More to Wear!  
“The Space Save Lady” shows you ways to use accessories to give you different looks with fewer clothes. 

No one will ever guess the secrets you will learn in this seminar which are used by high-end designers. 
These tricks work great at home or on the road. And the best part is you have a wardrobe where 

everything goes with everything else!  Chic Style by Lady G, Gail Alexander 
Friday    11:15 - 12:30    Craft & Hobby 7 

  

Davis Cabinets -- Custom Cabinets For RV 



Davis Cabinets, Inc. is known for their quality custom cabinetry for RVs. For years, they have increased 

storage & maximized space in all types of RVs (computer desks, dinette cabinets, TV retrofits, and 

residential refrigerators). Davis Cabinets is the #1 MCD USA shade dealer. Come learn what they can do 

for your RV.  Davis Cabinets, Shaun Davis  

Thursday   9:45 - 11:00    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  

Detailing The Outside Your RV In Less Than One Hour 
If cleaning your RV is a task you hate, and the bugs and grime are driving you crazy, you won't want to 

miss this seminar! Christopher Lawrence aka "The Detailing Dude," will offer techniques and tips from 
cleaning professionals. In this seminar, you will learn how to get that showroom shine with little effort. 

Learn how to easily wash and wax your RV while staying in an RV resort. You'll learn how to tackle mold, 

bird droppings, scratches, tree sap, and hard water. Taking care of your investment without getting on 
the ladder. Want your partner to help? Bring them along! "The Detailing Dude" will show fast techniques 

for two as well as one. Enjoy this hour of learning, tip, and FUN! There will only be one of these 
seminars: Don't miss out!  Almost Heaven, Chris Lawrence 

Thursday   9:45 - 11:00    Gem & Mineral 1A 
  

Discover Colorful Greece by RV 

Thomas Grossmann from European Motorhome Tours will give you useful information about RVing in 
Europe and you will enjoy his picturesque presentation of Germany, Austria, Italy, and the ancient sites 

of colorful Greece.  European Motorhome Tours, Thomas Grossmann. 
Saturday   8:30 - 9:30    Fullenwider 9A 

  

Effective, Economical RV Tips & Tricks 
Fast-paced, humorous & practical RV solutions: Avoid false liability claims, get hazard alerts while auto-

capturing scenic/security videos. Add shower power and save water! Waterless “Wash/Wax” yields more 
shine with less effort! Safe natural sprays eliminate mold, mildew & fungus. Dry lubricants eliminate 

friction, rust & electric shorts.  An RVers Friend, Ed & Kassandra Dennis 
Friday    11:15 - 12:30    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  

Electric Bikes 101 - Everything You Need to Know 
In this seminar, we will talk about what electric bikes are, what the differences are between dozens of 

different brands, how to compare and contrast different models, and - most importantly - how to select 

one that will work for your RV and your lifestyle. Motor types, batteries, range, style, comfort and cost - 
all of these are things to be aware of if you're considering getting an electric bike for your RV. Whether 

you've never had an electric bike before or are already an experienced user, you'll leave the seminar 
having learned a few new things!  EVELO, Boris Mordkovich 

Friday    2:15 - 3:30    Gem & Mineral 1A 

  
Estate Planning Made Simple 

Discussion of Estate Planning, including Trust, Will, Advance Care Directive, and Durable Power of 
Attorney.  Also answering should my RV be in the Trust, difference between Trust and Will and how to 

gift to minors (grandchildren).  Rodney G. Jones, Estate Planning Attorney 
Thursday   2:15 - 3:15   Fullenwider 9 Auditorium 

Saturday   12:45 - 1:45   Fullenwider 9 Auditorium 

  
Explore/Retire In Scenic Northeast Washington State! 

Take a scenic pictorial journey through Northeast Washington & North Idaho with lifelong resident and 
developer. Explore Nature in the Pend Oreille River Valley with lifelong resident Gary Chantry, owner of 

Spring Ridge Estates.  Spring Ridge Estates, Gary Chantry 

Saturday   11:15 - 12:30    Fullenwider 9A 
  

First Time Attendee Orientation 



Learn what the Indio Rally has to offer. WMHA Officers will be available to answer questions. This is 
geared towards those who are attending this rally for the first time but all are welcome to attend. 

Wednesday   12:30 - 1:30   Fullenwider 9 Auditorium 
  

FMCAssist and Member Benefits Seminar 

Membership in FMCA brings with it a variety of benefits designed to enhance the motor home lifestyle.  
Join FMCA leaders for an interactive discussion regarding the many benefits available to you as an FMCA 

member.  Learn more about your Association and become more familiar with the benefits afforded to you 
by FMCA membership. 

Friday    9:45 -11:00   Fullenwider 9 Auditorium 

  

FMCA Chapter Secretaries Seminar 

The seminar is for Chapter Secretaries to learn more about the annual chapter certification process and 
other specific FMCA duties. Chapter presidents and Area Secretaries are urged to attend in order that 

they may gain some insight on the responsibilities of the Chapter secretary.  

Saturday   11:15 - 12:30    Craft & Hobby 7 
  

FMCA “Meet The President” 

Meet Jon Walker who will give an overview of what is going on in FMCA with time for questions and 
answers. 

Thursday   1:00 - 2:00   Fullenwider 9 Auditorium 

  
Freightliner’s Fireside Chat - A Chassis Seminar 

Learn about the latest innovations, the best tips for your driving experience, important maintenance 
items and so much more!  Freightliner Custom Chassis Corporation, Joe Snyder 

Friday    2:15 - 3:30    Craft & Hobby 7 
  

Full Timing Seminar 

This seminar is for anyone who may be interested in the full timing lifestyle.  Valuable tips for those who 
travel for extended periods.  Topics include communicating while on the road, finances, travel planning, 

entertainment and others. Presented by members of the FMCA Full Timers Chapter. 
Thursday   11:00 - 12:15   Fullenwider 9 Auditorium 

  

Generators – Maintenance & Design 
Learn the ins & outs of RV power generation. This seminar will discuss the different types of generators, 

pros & cons of the designs and the maintenance requirements. We will also discuss the proper uses and 
what to expect from your generator.  McBride’s, Ben McBride 

Friday    12:45 - 2:00    Fullenwider 9A 

  
Getting To Know Your RV Insurance Policy 

In depth discussion about RV Insurance coverages and the importance of making sure you have the 
protection you need. Why you should use an RV Insurance specialist vs just adding your motor home to 

your auto insurance policy.  We’ll also discuss the settlement options available for your RV Insurance i.e.: 
Total Loss Replacement, Agreed Value, and Actual Cash Value (ACV). Q & A.  Presented by FMCA RV 
Insurance, Jason Dobson 

Friday    8:30 - 9:30    Gem & Mineral 1A 

Saturday   11:00 - 12:15   Fullenwider 9 Auditorium 

  

Great River Road by RV 
Practical Information:  planning, routes and conditions along the nation’s longest scenic byway.  

Highlights from headwaters to the Gulf of Mississippi.  Your chance to win a $500 certificate.  Adventure 
Caravans 



Saturday   8:30 - 9:30    Queen’s Gallery 3 
  

Have You Ever Thought About Writing? 
How do I start? Learn the basics of how to write, publish and market your own story. Judy Howard will 

share the details of her journey and how she became one of Amazon's top-ranking authors. Judy Howard 

will inspire you to finally start the memoir, blog, or novel that you've been thinking about for years! 
Handouts will outline the secrets to overcoming writers block, guide lines to publishing your book for free, 

and marketing ideas to start earning money on the road.  Judy Howard Publishing 
Thursday   8:30 - 9:30    Junior Exhibit 2B 

  
Here are Your Keys to Happier RVing 

Fun-filled, problem solving encounters for your RV challenges. Innovative ways to Prevent, Suppress & 

Escape FIRE! Two-minute battery check boosts power & extends life! Natural non-toxic mold & mildew 
killers! Safely improve water pressure, easily sanitize fresh tanks, keep drains odor free, end Black Tank 

Blues!  An RVers Friend, Presenters: Ed & Kassandra Dennis 
Thursday   9:45 - 11:00    Craft & Hobby 7 

  
How to Live Your Best Life! 

Seniors are turning to CBD oil for relief and discovering that cannabis helps ease chronic pain, insomnia, 
depression, anxiety, migraines and many other health issues after pharmaceutical drugs have failed. In 

the US, seniors have become the fastest-growing demographic of cannabis users.  They are also 

discovering how well it works for their beloved pets.  Find out if it might be right for you.  Hempworx® is 
legal in all 50 states.  Chic Style by Lady G, Gail Alexander 

Saturday   11:15 - 12:30    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  

Insider Cleaning Tips For Your Home On Wheels 

NOBODY likes to clean! So, let Christopher Lawrence of Almost Heaven Products show you how to clean 
using simple and easy tips. Water stains on the ceiling? No problem. Dirty Shower? Clean it with ease. 

From stains to drains, ceilings to floors, he has the solution. Would you rather NOT USE chemicals? 

Chemicals can be dangerous for you and your pets, but there are better ways to clean, using items in 
your pantry, such as Peanut Butter, Tang, Lemons, and Baking Soda. Clean out your chemical cabinet 

and make a healthy change in your cleaning habits. Attend this seminar and make your friends jealous 
with your clean and sparkling RV!  Almost Heaven, Chris Lawrence 

Saturday   8:30 - 9:30    Gem & Mineral 1A 
  

Insurance - What Effects Rates And Why 
Cheryl Howarth of Miller Insurance Agency Inc. will explain how insurance companies are different and 

what effects your rates. Specialty coverages available with an RV Insurance Specialist. Learn what works 

for your RV and why.  Discover how many different choices an RV Insurance Specialty Agency has to 
offer you.   “It takes an RVer to Know RVs”  Miller Insurance, Cheryl Howarth 

Thursday   8:30 - 9:30    Fullenwider 9A 

Friday    9:45 - 11:00    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  

Just because you’re healthy, doesn't mean you are 
Millions of Americans are struggling to get healthy, but just can't seem to figure out how. The 

prescription for good health is in your hands.  Who doesn't want to be healthy?  Come to learn how to 
empower your life, and take it back.  Evaluate your current health status and realize that you have the 

power to change your future.  Optavia/Take Shape For Life, Janet Trannum 
Friday    11:15 - 12:30    Fullenwider 9A 

  

Lady Jayne Charm School “Life Is Too Short Not To Sparkle” 



Ladies come and enjoy! Lady Jayne can show you how to make your jewelry wardrobe to be the most 
versatile, attractive and fun way to accessorize! Bring your friend and both of you will receive a free gift.  

Now with new exclusive FMCA Logo jewelry.  Lady Jayne Charm School, Nancy Brasch 
Thursday   12:45 - 1:45    Junior Exhibit 1B 

  

LED Education from an OEM Designer In 2 Parts 
Gregg Wilson, the Designer and Patent holder of many RV LED products being sold in the RV industry 

today, will cover types of LED Drivers, LED Design, LED Problems, Fixture Design and describe how EMI 
could affect you.  Part 1 on Friday, Part 2 on Saturday. RV LED Lites, Gregg Wilson 

Friday    12:45 - 2:00    Gem & Mineral 1A 
Saturday   9:45 - 11:00    Craft & Hobby 7 

  

Living A Longer Healthier Life 
As life progresses and you get into the last ½ of your life, it is so important to be aware of medical issues 

that can occur if you do not pay attention. Some are diabetes, high blood pressure, strokes and heart 
attacks.  Your body does not repair as quickly as in your earlier years.  The aging process speeds up. You 

store fat around your middle which is very toxic.  Learn where the majority of our pain originates.  In this 

seminar Janet will teach you how to achieve optimal health at any age.  Optavia/Take Shape For Life, 
Janet Trannum 

Saturday   9:45 - 11:00    Fullenwider 9A 
  

Lots of Good Reasons to Caravan 
A perspective on the advantages of joining a caravan for travel.  We are not affiliated with any tour 

company; however, we greatly appreciate the advantages we have reaped from traveling with qualified 

tour companies.  Roadtrek International Chapter, Barry & Monique Zander 
Saturday   9:45 - 11:00    Gem & Mineral 1A 

  
MASA:  We’ve Got Your 911 Emergency Covered 

MASA MTS is the provider of industry-leading medical transportation solutions for our members.  MASA, 
Claudia Marky 

Thursday   12:45 - 2:00    Gem & Mineral 1A 

  
Michelin Tires - Their Care and Maintenance 

Andrew McCulloch presents this popular technical seminar that gives you all the information you need to 

know about Michelin Tires and their care.  Michelin Tires, Andrew McCulloch 
Friday    2:15 - 3:30    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  
Microwave-Convection Cooking 
Learn to use various features on your microwave-convection oven while Janet Sadlack shares easy to 
make recipes and ideas for on the road cooking.  She will cover microwave, convection, and combination 

cooking.  Microwave Connection, Janet Sadlack 
Thursday   10:00 - 12:00    Junior Exhibit 2B 
Friday    9:00 - 11:00    Junior Exhibit 2B 

  
Mississippi River Road Caravan 

This seminar features one of the most scenic drives in America. Our Mississippi River Run fall caravan 

begins in the ‘land of 10,000 lakes’ and touches 10 states along the way. We enjoy river cruises and tours 
of iconic landmarks such as the St. Louis Arch, Graceland, Nashville, Natchez Trace and more! We’ll visit 

River Road Plantations, enjoy a seaplane flight over the Mississippi River Delta and savor local cuisine in 
New Orleans.  A $250 fuel card will be awarded.  Fantasy RV Tours 

Friday    12:45 - 2:00    Queen’s Gallery 3 
  

Passport America - What’s In It For You 



Passport America’s history, useful tips, some technical answers, and an RV story or two. Jerry retired 
from radio and TV after 47 years and full-timed for more than 5 years, RVing since 1982.  Passport 
America, Jerry Langlois  

Thursday   2:15 - 3:30    Fullenwider 9A 

 

Pete’s Road Service Tire Safety 
Everything Tires.  Our safety seminar will focus on the ABC’s of tire care and safety; Air Pressure, Balance 

& Cracking. Get the answers you can trust from tire professionals.  Pete’s Road Service, Jim Van Horn 
Friday    8:30 - 9:30    Gem & Mineral 1B 

  
Pickleball 

For those members that are pickleball players and fans, we will have a court set up for Demonstrations 

and Playing.  FMCA is an Elite Sponsor of the USA National Pickleball Association National Finals in East 
Naples, Florida.  Court is by the White Lot - see map page 49.  Free Pickleball Clinic will be held 

Thursday, equipment provided. 
 Thursday   10:00 - Noon    Pickleball Court 

 

Planning for Emergencies in RV Parks 
Incidents, Emergencies and Evacuations seem all too common.  Ryan Uhles talks about Bakersfield River 

Run RV Park's emergency plan.  We will also discuss what an individual RVer should do to be prepared.  
Saturday   8:30 - 9:30    Craft & Hobby 7 

  

Rancho Casa Blanca Resort 

Rancho Casa Blanca Resort is a 55+ RV Resort Community located in Indio, CA. This beautifully 
landscaped 80-acre property with 800+ sites, 2 large clubhouses that function as social hubs & 4 satellite 

buildings with laundry facilities, mail boxes, heated pools & spas.  Rancho Casa Blanca features a well-

manicured 18-hole par 3 golf course with expansive views of the mountains, a 9-hole putting course, 2 
practice chipping/putting greens, 6 heated pools/spa, 2 tennis courts, 8 pickle ball courts, shuffleboard 

courts, horseshoe pitch & fitness center!  Come stay & play in the Sun all Winter long!  Richmond Real 
Estate Group - Coldwell Banker, Indian Wells, Michael Lazovsky & Jim Richmond 

Saturday   12:45 -1:45    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  
Revolutionary Tools Wash - Wax - Remove Bugs - No Ladder 

Stephen, with Wash-Wax-All, will demonstrate this revolutionary new method with tooling to waterlessly 
Wash-Wax-Protect-Remove Bugs all from the ground. Safety is important as no ladder is needed.  Wash-
Wax-All, Stephen Anderson 

Friday    9:45 - 11:00    Gem & Mineral 1A 
 

Roadmaster Towing 101 
The Do’s and Don’ts of Towing. New Products. Whether you’ve been towing for years or just 

contemplating the idea, you’ll learn how to add more convenience, safety and fun to your travels with 
Roadmaster’s training experts.  In addition to learning about tow bars, braking systems and suspension 

products, we encourage you to come with some questions in mind - our 42 years of experience are yours 

to mine.  Roadmaster, Eric Jason 
Friday    2:15 - 3:30    Gem & Mineral 1B 

  
RV Electrical Made Easy to Understand 

The most complex and misunderstood system in an RV is its electrical system. This seminar will 

breakdown the electrical system into its most basic functions. By far, you will learn more from this 1 
hour+ class than any other seminar. The information provided will empower you to troubleshoot common 

electrical problems that RVer’s face every time they camp. Attendees have enjoyed this seminar time and 
time again.  McBride’s RV, Ben McBride 

Thursday   11:15 - 12:30    Gem & Mineral 1B 



  
RV Entertainment/Electronics Made Simple 

All the choices in technology, it’s hard to determine what is best for you. Satellite, Off Air, WiFi/Cell phone 
extenders.  With 25+ years in the industry, Tom has the background and experience to dispel the myths, 

explain the options, and answer all your questions.  RV Connection/Satellite Electronics, Tom Bulinski 
Friday    8:30 - 9:30    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  

RV Holding Tanks-RV Waste Practices, Procedures, The Benefits Of A Professional Tank 
Cleaning And More 

While it may be an unattractive topic, taking care of your RV Waste and Holding Tanks is a necessity.  
Like all other Major Systems on your RV, it needs a certain amount of attention, preventive maintenance 

and service.  Please join Duane Sanders of On-Site RV Flush and Tankworks to learn more.  With over 40 

years of RV’ing and 28 years of Professional RV Industry experience, he presents one of the most 
entertaining, informative, and highly regarded seminars to help demystify your RV Waste Management 

System...  You will learn how to have Odor Free Holding Tanks, Sensors and Monitor Panels that read 
correctly and Holding Tanks that drain completely with the Benefits of Professional Hydro Flushing and 

RV Tank Cleaning. 

Friday    11:15 - 12:30    Gem & Mineral 1B 
  

RV Park Operations Q&A 
Ever wonder what it is like to manage a campground? Ryan Uhles, Manager of Bakersfield River Run RV 

Park will answer any questions you have about park operations. 
Friday    11:15 - 12:30    Gem & Mineral 1A 

  

RV Maintenance & Upgrades 
We will go over RV Maintenance, what you can do to prevent and repair water damage.  Plus, ideas to 

make your RV look brand new: Custom cabinets, new solid surface countertops, custom designed 
furniture, TV upgrades, Interior Upgrades, Exterior Upgrades.  Leisure Coachworks, Jon Goldstein  

Friday    2:15 - 3:30    Fullenwider 9A 

  
RV Weight & Tire Safety 

Why would anyone want to weigh their RV wheel by wheel? Driving or towing an overloaded RV is a 
leading cause for RV accidents. Historically, 51% of RV’s weighed were overweight, 28% were out of 

balance by more than 400 lbs. and 22% had overloaded tires. We will help answer your questions on RV 

weight & balance, potential legal ramifications of being overweight and involved in an accident, how to 
read tire date codes and load information, proper tire inflation, care and maintenance of your tires, tips 

on balancing your RV and how to track your changes. The seminar is illustrated with examples from our 
weighing experiences. RV Weigh - Mobile Weigh Station, Steve Kass  

Thursday   8:30 - 9:30    Gem & Mineral 1B 
  

RV Windshields and Side Glass.  Things to Know. 

There are many factors to consider when repairing or replacing glass in your RV. This seminar will arm 
you with the information you need to make an informed choice when it comes to your RV glass 

replacement. We will discuss several different topics including, windshields, the different types of side 
glass, installation safety and procedures.  RV Glass Solutions by Coach Glass, Chris Brown 

Thursday   9:45 - 11:00    Gem & Mineral 1B 

  
RVing Atlantic Canada 

Practical information:  planning, vehicle preparation, routes and road conditions.  Highlights of 
Newfoundland and Labrador.  Combine history with spectacular scenery.  Your chance to win a $500 

certificate.  Adventure Caravans 
Friday    12:45 - 2:00    Craft & Hobby 7 

  



RVing in Europe - Travel Italy, Germany, Switzerland and Austria by RV 
Learn how easy and fun it is to discover Europe by rental RV. Thomas Grossmann from European 

Motorhome Tours will provide must-have information on traveling in Europe and share an entertaining 
picture presentation of a tour to Italy, Germany, Switzerland and Austria.  European Motorhome Tours, 
Thomas Grossmann. 

Thursday   12:45 - 2:00    Fullenwider 9A 

  

RVing to Alaska 
Practical information:  planning, vehicle preparation, routes and road conditions, highlights. Experience 

your adventure of a lifetime to the Great Land.  Your chance to win a $500 certificate.  Adventure 
Caravans 

Friday    8:30 - 9:30    Craft & Hobby 7 

  
Scandinavia by RV: Denmark, Sweden & Norway 

Enjoy a fun and informative picture presentation of a tour through Scandinavia, the land of the midnight 
sun and legendary Vikings. Thomas Grossmann from European Motorhome Tours will share useful 

information and answer your questions about RVing in Europe.  European Motorhome Tours, Thomas 
Grossmann. 

Friday    9:45 - 11:00    Fullenwider 9A 

  

Security Systems for All Types of RVs 

We discuss the latest Security options for securing your RV (and its contents) while away from it. We also 
discuss the best methods of keeping your family safe and secure during outings, and much, much more!  

Secure Your RV, Orville Wright 
Thursday   2:00 - 3:15    Gem & Mineral 1B 

 

Solutions By Redlands For Safe And Secure Travels 
Don't miss this exciting seminar by Keith @ Redlands Truck & RV. You will be amazed at the information 

and innovative ideas that will make your travels safer and more enjoyable.  Redlands Truck & RV, Keith 
Shomaker 

Thursday   12:45 -2:00    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  
South Africa RV Safari, New Zealand & Australia 

Fantasy RV Tours has arranged an exceptional route, professional WagonMasters and a fleet of rental 
motorhomes for you to explore the exotic lands of South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. This seminar 

takes you through a visual Wildlife RV Safari of South Africa, detailing the up-close encounters with a 

variety of wildlife including the ‘Big 5’. We’ll then explore the islands of New Zealand and continue along 
the eastern shores of Australia, encountering Cairns and the Great Barrier Reef southward to Sydney. Our 

grand finale is the legendary Outback where we meet Aboriginal tribes and experience Ayers Rock.  
Fantasy RV Tours 

Thursday   12:45 - 2:00    Craft & Hobby 7 
  

Suspension & Steering For Easy Driving 

Tips on how you can make you motorhome or 5th wheel drive with more driver control improving your 
safety on the highway.  The seminar will cover information about shocks, tires, steering controls, sway 

bars, trac bars, weighing, air bags and road performance assessments.  Henderson Lineup, Robert 
Henderson 

Thursday   8:30 - 9:30    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  
The Truth About CBD 

Learn about the Endocannabinoid System and how it affects your health. Hear about the promising 
research on how it regulates many basic functions.  We will address Pain, Sleep, Movement, Digestion, 



Cancer, Fibromyalgia & Inflammation.  Optavia/Take Shape For Life, Janet Trannum 
Thursday   11:15 - 12:15    Fullenwider 9A 

  
Tire Safety & Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems 

Learn about Tire Safety and Tire Monitoring Systems that can provide safety, extended tire wear, and 

reduced fuel and maintenance costs. Discussion will include high and low pressure alerts, temperature 
alerts, system specifications and installation.  RV Safety Accessories, Jeff Lawrence 

Thursday   11:15 - 12:30    Gem & Mineral 1A 
  

Traveling in Your FMCA RV and Fire Safety 
As 30 year FMCA members who have traveled over 350K miles we will be sharing suggestion in what we 

do and have learned after 1500 plus days on the road plus fire protection.  Tom Chelbana 
Friday    12:45 - 2:00    Craft & Hobby 1B 

  

Understanding Guided RV Tours 
Low-stress vacations with enhanced travel experiences.  Enjoy freedom, independence with group travel.  

Finding the right fit, preparation, features and expectations!  Your chance to win a $500 certificate.  

Adventure Caravans 
Thursday   2:15 - 3:15    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  
Understanding, Monitoring & Protecting Your RV Electrical System 

Topics will include what causes power surges; surge protectors; high and low voltage problems; high and 
low voltage devices; pedestal wiring; and checking the power pedestal. Time will be allowed for questions 

and answers.  RV Safety Accessories, Jeff Lawrence 

Saturday   11:15 - 12:30    Gem & Mineral 1A 
  

Understanding TV in Your RV 
This seminar explains the facts & pitfalls about all types & styles of antennas & mobile satellite equipment 

for your RV as well as the services that are necessary to use them.  RV Satellite & Entertainment 
Solutions, Geoff Matthews 

Thursday   8:30 - 9:30    Craft & Hobby 7 

  

Vehicle and Personal Scheduler - TellMeDaily.com 

Keep track of all vehicle maintenance and personal schedules. Free subscription to TellMeDaily.com and 

class room instruction. Before the seminar please launch www.TellMeDaily.com and Subscribe using 

Subscription Code: FMCA19. Last year there was no time to help with subscriptions during the seminar. 
Pete Mattson 

Saturday   2:00 - 3:00    Craft & Hobby 7 
  

Wagon Masters Round Table 

This seminar is intended for all Chapter Wagon Masters.  This seminar is intended for all Chapter Wagon 
Masters.  The purpose of the roundtable is where Chapter Wagon Masters can come together and discuss 

the Pros and Cons of putting on a Rally, and why some rallies work while others fail.  One topic will be: 
why do some Chapters grow, and others lose members or fold up. 

Thursday   9:45 - 10:45   Fullenwider 9 Auditorium  

 
What Do I Do With My Memoir 
Getting your life story down on paper is vital to your family story but what family?  why? how?  Let me 

help you.  There are many ways to keep your family story alive.  I have examples to show you and many 

more avenues to explore I can tell you about.  Elaine Held 

Saturday   2:00 - 3:00    Fullenwider 9A 

  



What Makes a Good Story? 
What makes a page turner?  This is one of Judy Howards most well-attended seminars. Judy is one of 

Amazon's top-ranking authors and will reveal basic tools as well as some of her writing secrets on how to 
create that memoir or Great American Novel into a book that you can't put down.  Judy will cover the 

critical elements of Plot, Structure and Character Development.  Beginners will benefit as well as novice 

writers.  Judy Howard Publishing 
Friday    9:45 -11:00    Gem & Mineral 1B 

  
What Would You Do in a Medical Emergency? 

SkyMed members are covered at "Home or Away" when traveling for all ground ambulances, helicopter 
flights, fixed wing flight and vehicle/RV return in a serious medical emergency.  SkyMed, Bruce Pokallus 

Saturday   12:45 - 2:00    Gem & Mineral 1A 

  
What You Need To Know About Electronics 

Want to know what the best upgrade options are for the audio video entertainment system currently in 
your RV? Not sure which way to go on your satellite system. Come to this seminar armed with your 

questions. Leave this seminar with a clearer understanding of your options.  Innovative Coachworks, Matt 
Rossiter  

Thursday   11:15 - 12:30    Queen’s Gallery 3 

  
Where is the Writing Inspiration? 

What's Stopping you?? Fear? Doubt? No Inspiration??? Have you ever said, "I should write a book, but I 
have writer's block? I give up!"  Judy Howard, top ranking Amazon author, will give you a treasure map 

of ideas to keep you in route to achieving that dream, writing that book, or following your life purpose. 

Beginning and seasoned writers, and anyone with a passion to reach for what now seems impossible will 
benefit!  Judy Howard Publishing 

Saturday   12:45 - 1:45    Fullenwider 9A 
  

Woulda, Coulda, Shoulda  

RV products you may or may not need.  Exchange of tips and ideas - heavy audience participation - lots 
of laughs, too.  Camco, Barry Pulis 

Thursday   9:45 - 11:00    Fullenwider 9A 


